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AMAZING GRACE

JUNE 10, 2020

Thank you for taking a pause in your day to join the University of Vermont as we consider this particular moment in time. Our community stands together in solidarity and peace to reflect, remember and call the names of those who have recently lost their lives to racial injustices.

IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE:

OPENING REMARKS
Wanda Heading-Grant, Vice President, Division of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
Suresh Garimella, President
Patricia “Patty” Prelock, Provost and Senior Vice President

Amusing Grace, Remembering the Lost

Performance  “Were You There, When They Crucified My Lord”
Evelyn Kwanza, friend of the University

UVM Voice  Beverly Colston, Director, Mosaic Center for Students of Color

Poem Recitation  “Invocation”
Major Jackson, Richard A. Dennis Professor of English, University Distinguished Professor

UVM Voice  Trissy Thompson, Undergraduate, Class of 2021

UVM Voice  Gerald Coleman, Director, Custodial Services

UVM Voice  Rosie Chapina, Graduate Student

UVM Voice  Jane Okech, Professor/Chairperson, Department of Leadership and Developmental Sciences

UVM Voice  Ray Vega, Senior Lecturer, Jazz History and Trumpet

UVM Voice  Cathy Rahill, Associate Director of Athletics Student Athlete Development and Academic Affairs; Chair, President’s Commission for Inclusive Excellence

UVM Voice  Wanda Heading-Grant, Vice President, Division of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

UVM Voice  Paul Suk-Hyun Yoon, Senior Advisor for Strategic Diversity, Assessment & Research, Division of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion; Vice-Chair, President’s Commission for Inclusive Excellence

UVM Voice  Alan Maynard, Clinical Associate Professor in the Department of Rehabilitation and Movement Science

UVM Voice  Sherwood Smith, Senior Executive Director, Diversity, Engagement and Professional Development, Division of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

Performance  “Precious Lord, Take My Hand”
Phylicxia Moore, friend of the University

CLOSING REMARKS
Wanda Heading-Grant, Vice President, Division of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion